FUELING OUR WORLD

2020 Sustainability Report

ABOUT THIS REPORT
Motiva’s 2020 Sustainability Report provides a summary of our approach to the management of environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues facing our company. While
our practice of reporting on sustainability is new, our commitment to sustainability is not. We understand that how we conduct our business is equally as important as the critical,
enabling products we supply to our customers.
Prepared in alignment with the International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association (IPIECA) Sustainability Reporting Guidance for the Oil and Gas Industry
(2020), this report demonstrates accountability for the sustainability issues that are material to our business, our employees and the communities in which we operate. To enhance
transparency around our operations, we pledge to publish an annual sustainability report and increase accessibility to related information on our website.
Information included in this report was determined based on a review of risks, challenges and opportunities identified by our Audit and Risk Management Committee, leadership
team, subject matter experts and community partners.
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At Motiva, we understand the importance
of producing transportation fuels and
chemicals safely and sustainably to
enhance our way of life. These resources
are part of the solution to provide energy
to our changing world, and we are proud
to be part of that solution while driving
continuous improvement for our industry.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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REFINING TRANSPORTATION
We have reduced the sulfur content of our gasoline by 97% and the benzene content by 75% in the
last 30 years, contributing to the best air quality and passenger vehicle efficiency since the inception
of the Clean Air Act. We are proud to fuel daily travels, road trips and family adventures for millions of
Americans each day.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CEO MESSAGE | BUSINESS OVERVIEW | SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH | PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT & CEO
I am pleased to present Motiva’s 2020 Sustainability Report, which provides environmental, social and governance highlights that illustrate Motiva’s commitment
to our employees, customers, stakeholders, communities and the environment.
I don’t think any of us could have foreseen the global challenges we are facing today. The year began with an unprecedented health and social crisis and
grew to encompass an economic downturn as well. As I reflect on a year that redefined normal business operations for companies around the world, I can’t
help but feel immense pride for our accomplishments and renewed determination for our future.
2020 presented several challenges for our business, but our more than 2,400 dedicated U.S. employees, who tackle every obstacle with ingenuity and a
continuous improvement mindset, faced each and every challenge with our core values in mind. The agility of our employees and business model were tested
as we pivoted to respond to the pandemic, altering our refining product mix by ramping up diesel production when ground transportation was even more
critical to providing needed consumer goods. Our chemical plant feedstock output also played an essential role in enabling the development of critically
important medical supplies. Our employees adapted personally and professionally to safely produce and deliver these products to help society address
COVID–19 impacts and keep our country’s economy going.
I’m proud that our company’s actions, especially in the face of adversity, continue to demonstrate our unwavering commitment to safe and responsible
business operations. I’m also personally committed to reporting our progress on sustainable business practices year over year. It is critical that companies such
as ours uphold our commitments to our values and our dedication to transparency and continuous improvement.
At Motiva, we understand that people across the globe continue to rely on the resources we produce for security, prosperity and overall quality of life. As a
critical producer of transportation fuels and chemicals, we integrate conscientious environmental, social and governance principles into our business strategy
to ensure we continue producing energy responsibly. Some call this “ESG,” but I call it doing the right thing and it is foundational to our business.
As CEO, it is my promise, and that of our Board of Directors and Executive Leadership Team, that Motiva’s core values and commitments will remain constant as
the energy industry continues to evolve.
Helping the country recover from COVID–19, continued commitment to operational excellence and maintaining a quality work environment for our employees
is our focus in 2021, better positioning our company to deliver excellence for our employees, communities and the country. To me, this is the very essence of
sustainability – ensuring our company continues operating for the betterment of its stakeholders and society.
This report describes the practices and achievements that position us to meet the world’s energy demand safely, responsibly and efficiently. It is my hope that
this report not only serves to provide you with updated information about Motiva, but that it also serves as an invitation to engage with us and help foster a
productive dialogue about the world’s future energy needs.

Brian Coffman,
President and Chief Executive Officer
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MOTIVA AT A GLANCE
MOVING WITH PURPOSE
Employees at our Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex
have access to more than 350 bicycles to travel to
different areas of our site which spans more than 2,000
acres.

CULTIVATING A CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE
Our legacy of excellence has enabled us to meet the energy needs of a rising global population for more
than two decades. We refine, market and distribute our products throughout the Americas with an unwavering
commitment to safe and reliable operations.

SAUDI ARAMCO
Internationally Renowned Owner

Our strategic business framework outlines the objectives necessary to achieve our mission – to be the safest and
most profitable Americas downstream business of Aramco. It also sets out the core capabilities that enable us to
build a strong, productive and engaged workforce that cares about our business and the communities in which
we operate. Most importantly, our business framework establishes the values that serve as the foundation for all
we do.

OUR VALUES

HOUSTON HQ
Headquartered in Houston, Texas

2,400
Dedicated U.S. Employees

LARGEST
Refinery and Base Oils Plant in the
Americas

EXPORTS

WE DO THE RIGHT THING

WE ARE ONE MOTIVA

WE DON’T COMPROMISE ON OUR VALUES

WE WORK TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE A COMMON
GOAL

We conduct our business safely and sustainably
with honesty, integrity and respect. We value our
people and the communities where we operate.
Our daily actions and authenticity demonstrate our
commitment to responsible business operations.

We lead with humility and trust each other’s intent and
capabilities. We build relationships and encourage
and challenge one another to achieve the best
outcome. We value diversity and are inclusive of
people and ideas.

WE ARE EMPOWERED

WE DELIVER EXCELLENCE

WE ARE DECISIVE AND WILLING TO
CHALLENGE THE STATUS QUO

WE HAVE A PASSION FOR RESULTS

We are empowered to make difficult and timely
decisions. We seek clarity and encourage candor.
We learn from our successes and our failures. Our
resilience enables us to overcome adversity and
find creative fit–for–purpose solutions to difficult
challenges.

We are accountable to deliver on our commitments –
with passion, purpose and dedication. We tackle new
opportunities with optimism, enthusiasm, and a sense
of urgency. And we have fun making a difference.

Finished Products to 11 Countries
Across the Americas
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OUR BUSINESS
For every product that Motiva produces, transports and markets a vast number of other companies are involved – from suppliers and wholesalers to logistics providers. Because of these interconnections, every decision we make creates a
ripple effect that fundamentally sustains and shapes lives, marketplaces and economies far beyond our corporate office or facilities’ gates. With our size and scope, we play a pivotal role in the economic vitality of the cities and states where
we do business.

REFINING

CHEMICALS

LOGISTICS

MARKETING & SALES

In 1902, our Port Arthur refinery opened
its doors in Jefferson County, Texas. Since
then, it has evolved drastically in scope
and services, growing into North America’s
largest refinery with a crude capacity of
more than 630,000 barrels a day. A vital
part of our Port Arthur Manufacturing
Complex (PAMC), our refinery produces
reformulated and conventional gasoline,
commercial aviation fuel, Ultra Low Sulfur
Diesel, Export (High Cetane) Diesel and
Texas Low Emissions Diesel, which are used in
commercial sales, the trucking industry and
in heavy–duty machinery.

A 2019 acquisition of a neighboring
chemical plant in Port Arthur provides us the
opportunity to develop synergy–capture
projects with North America’s largest refinery.

We operate a strategic network of equity
terminals, serving wholesalers who supply
retailers across the country. Our 26 equity
terminals, along with 100+ contracted
locations where product is available to our
customers, provide a source of gasoline,
distillate, jet and bio–fuel products. Our
industry–leading logistics team oversees the
further transport of these products safely and
efficiently via tanker, trucks, railcars and 475
miles of Motiva–operated pipelines.

We proudly distribute two exceptional fuel
brands to retailers, supplying more than
5,000 branded stations. Both Shell and 76®
allow us to deliver on a double promise of
reliable supply and quality products. It’s a
commitment essential to our customer’s
business – and to ours.

Our base oils manufacturing plant is one
of the largest in the world. It produces a
massive 40,000 barrels of base oil per day.
The refinery is ISO 14001 certified and the
base oils operations are ISO 9001 certified.
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In addition to producing transportation fuels
and base oils, our manufacturing complex
enables us to produce polymer–grade
propylene, ethylene, cyclohexane and other
derivatives. These basic chemical building
blocks are used to manufacture a variety
of consumer and industrial products, such
as product packaging, medical devices,
automotive parts and clothing.

We are an active participant in the physical
oil market, trading crude oil, feedstocks,
refined products and biofuels. Our
trading professionals manage commodity
transactions averaging 2.8 million barrels of
products and crude oil each day.

We are also a full–service marketer and
distributor of unbranded diesel, heating oil
and gasoline. Our portfolio of more than
3 billion gallons a year means we supply
product across the country to commercial
customers including those in the transport,
mining, manufacturing, power generation
and home energy industries.
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OUR APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY
For us, sustainability is an integral part of our corporate strategy and ties directly to business success, reduced risks and reputational value. It is a privilege to
conduct business in our communities, and we are committed to being a good neighbor wherever we operate. Working closely with community stakeholders,
we manage the environmental and social impacts of our activities and address concerns about our operations in a timely manner. Together, we work to
develop programs and projects to mitigate impacts and reduce risks, as well as collaborate and partner with local organizations, government agencies and
other industry companies to address local and regional challenges.
We recognize that our products are used by people and businesses around the world each day – that’s why we’re committed to contributing to a sustainable
energy future through top–tier safety performance, strong governance, social responsibility, environmental stewardship and community engagement.
To help embed corporate responsibility into the culture and fabric of our organization, we prioritize our sustainability strategy into three key pillars:

BEYOND BEAUTIFICATION
We are passionate about preserving our communities and
contributing to their sustainable development through
annual sponsorships and employee volunteer events that
enable our workforce to have fun making a difference.
To preserve our community recreational areas, we have
planted trees, picked up trash, removed invasive plant
species, mulched and re–painted.
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DOING THE RIGHT THING

EMPOWERING PEOPLE

Governance and Business
Ethics

Health, Safety and
Environmental Stewardship

Workforce and Community
Development

Our business principles and strong governance
foster a culture that goes to the heart of
sustainability – meeting the needs of the present
and future. Our commitment to governance and
business ethics means:

Our commitment to protecting people and the
environment is fundamental to who we are. It’s a
commitment we foster in our company culture,
and we demand it from everyone we work
with, including contractors and suppliers. Our
commitment to health, safety and environmental
stewardship means:

The key to our company’s success is having a
strong, healthy and engaged workforce to lead
our organization. Our commitment to workforce
and community development means:

• We hold our employees, contractors and
business partners to the highest standards
of accountability outlined in our Code of
Conduct, Supplier Code of Conduct and
Operational Excellence Management System.
• Our executive and senior leadership teams
lead by example, fostering a strong, positive
culture throughout our organization.
• We frequently update stakeholders on our
business operations and provide anonymous
feedback mechanisms.

• We systematically manage environmental risks
associated with our operations and products
by meeting or exceeding all regulatory
requirements.
• We include health, safety and environmental
performance in the appraisal of all employees
and tie outcomes to compensation.
• We measure the effectiveness of our
health, safety and environmental programs,
communicate our performance and strive to
continuously improve.

• We consider safety a core company value and
remain steadfast in our pursuit of top–tier health
and safety performance.
• We empower our workforce and communities
to collaborate and find creative, fit–for–
purpose solutions to challenges.
• We foster a work environment where
employees with diverse backgrounds and
experiences are respected and included,
support one another, and have equitable
access to opportunities
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PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
ROOTED IN EXCELLENCE
Motiva employs more than 500 dedicated professionals
at its corporate headquarters. The company occupies
eight floors in One Allen Center, a location known for its
one–acre green space featuring vibrant plant species
and hundreds of trees in the heart of Downtown Houston.

50% FEMALE

$

2 MILLION GIVEN

$

255 MILLION

Through Corporate Donations

Spent with Small Businesses

43.6 BILLION

158,724 HOURS

Safely Worked In Turnarounds

U.S. Economic Impact

Total Workforce Training

2,474 VOLUNTEER HOURS

ZERO

.21 TRIR*

Contributed by Motiva Employees

Logistics Injuries or Spills

Safety Record

Representation on the
Executive Leadership Team

1.4 MILLION HOURS

$

*Total Recordable Incident Rate
(Employees and Contractors)
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Delivering
Excellence
At Motiva, delivering excellence is core
to our company and so deeply held
in our culture that it guides our day–
to–day actions. Strong governance,
supported by robust systems, processes
and risk management are key elements
that allow us to gain the confidence of
our stakeholders and sustain our license
to operate.

GOVERNANCE &
BUSINESS ETHICS
11

GOV E RNANC E APPROAC H

12

LEA DE RSHI P AC C OU NTABI LI T Y

14

STAK EHOL DER E NGAGE M E N T

15

COM PL I ANC E APPROAC H

DESTINATION EDUCATION
During a typical school year, more than 261 million students board a school bus in pursuit of an
education. Motiva is proud to produce the diesel that fuels many of the 480,000 school buses1
transporting future engineers, scientists, business owners, doctors, nurses and more. Without school
district transportation, approximately 17.3 million1 more vehicles would be on the road each day.
1
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American School Bus Council
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OUR APPROACH TO GOVERNANCE & BUSINESS ETHICS
For us, strong governance and business ethics is our foundation for managing and mitigating the environmental, safety, security, operational and social risks
associated with our business. Our ability to deliver excellence in these areas starts at the highest level of our organization with the Board of Directors and extends
to every one of our 2,400 dedicated U.S. employees.

BOARD ACCOUNTABILITY
The Board’s role includes reviewing and approving the company’s strategic direction, core values and ethical framework, as well as key objectives and
performance measures. It is responsible for strategic oversight of risk, finance, health, safety and environmental stewardship, employee compensation and legal
and compliance matters. The following committees are maintained to help the Board carry out its oversight responsibilities:

AUDIT & RISK BOARD
COMMITTEE

PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

Assist the Board
with oversight of risk
management, internal
control, regulatory
compliance and financial
reporting

» Oversees internal

controls and processes
through the audit
function

» Ensures sound financial
reporting

» Oversees material legal
matters and ensures
robust compliance
program

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENTAL (HSE)
BOARD COMMITTEE
PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

Assist the Board with
oversight of health,
safety and environmental
management, including
regulatory compliance

» Evaluates the

effectiveness of
the company’s
health, safety and
environmental
programs

» Monitors mitigation and
remediation of HSE risks
and exposures

» Reviews HSE–related
regulatory audits,
findings, reports and
recommendations
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TALENT & COMPENSATION
BOARD COMMITTEE

PURPOSE

OBJECTIVES

Assist the Board with
oversight of executive
appointments, employee
compensation and talent
management

» Reviews employee

compensation, long–
term incentive and
post–employment
benefit plans

» Reviews talent

management practices
and succession planning

» Evaluates effectiveness

of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) programs
and initiatives

GROUNDED BY GOVERNANCE
Motiva provides its Board of Directors with a quarterly
advisory that highlights key legal, compliance and public
affairs issues This engagement tool is designed to assist
Board members in meeting their fiduciary responsibilities,
duties and obligations to Motiva.
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LEADERSHIP ACCOUNTABILITY
Our executive leadership team has the primary responsibility of
establishing and driving our sustainability strategy through cross–
functional senior leadership committees. These committees ensure
our objectives are incorporated into governing standards, cascaded
to the organization and integrated with related procedures at the
operational level.
The following committees provide strategic direction and drive
engagement within our organization:

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL &
GOVERNANCE STEERING COMMITTEE
Chairpersons
Purpose

Objectives

President & CEO, EVP, Legal & Corporate Affairs
To support the company’s commitment to
environmental, social and governance (ESG)
matters across the enterprise

» Oversees development of ESG performance
targets

POLICY
COMMITTEE
Chairpersons
Purpose

Objectives

COMPLIANCE
COMMITTEE
President & CEO, EVP, Marketing & Sales
To ensure enterprise-wide policies align with the
mission, purpose and values of the company

» Oversees enterprise–wide policies

Chairpersons
Purpose

Objectives

» Creates standards that govern adoption and

» Tracks and reports on ESG performance and

» Evaluates comprehensiveness of policies and
addresses ethics and compliance issues

to determine mitigation efforts and prevent
repeated misconduct

» Implements standard management

» Communicates ESG performance with

To oversee the identification and evaluation of
principal legal and regulatory compliance risks, as
well as compliance programs that mitigate said
risks

» Reviews ethics and compliance violations

management of policies

establishes continuous improvement plans

EVP, Legal & Corporate Affairs

requirements for policies and policy revisions

» Fosters a culture of compliance through

stakeholders with respect to ESG matters

employee awareness and training initiatives

Engagement

Committee members meet on a quarterly basis to
map strategic direction of ESG initiatives. Periodic
reports on ESG–related matters are provided to
the Board of Directors and Board committees.

Engagement

Committee members meet on a quarterly basis
to review enterprise policies and identify gaps
in operational excellence. Periodic reports on
policy–related matters are provided to the Audit
and Risk Committee

Engagement

Committee members meet on a quarterly basis.
Periodic reports are provided to the Audit and Risk
Committee.

Executive Leadership Team (From Left): Georganne Hodges, Executive Vice President, Supply, Trading and Logistics; Greg Lucchesi, Vice President and GM, Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex; Amy Marlyse Plato, Executive Vice President, Legal and Corporate Affairs; Brian Coffman, President and
CEO; Kimberly M. Green, Executive Vice President, Human Resources; Bill Spurgeon, Executive Vice President, Marketing and Sales; Rose Sink, Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President of Finance; Travis Capps, Executive Vice President, Strategy and Corporate Services.
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FUNCTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY

DEFINING OUR MATERIAL ISSUES

Communication and collaboration between our Board, senior leadership
and functional teams are critical to maintaining the company’s alignment on
sustainability matters. While sustainability is an enterprise–wide commitment,
the functional teams shown below implement ESG programs and measure their
progress.

We assess materiality to help us report on the sustainability issues that
matter most to our business and stakeholders. In determining if an issue
is material, we consider impacts across our value chain. An issue is
considered material to Motiva if it has the potential to impact our business
in terms of legality or safety. An issue is also material if it is important to our
stakeholders.

MATERIAL ISSUES

HSSE
PRODUCT
STEWARDSHIP

CONTRACTING &
PROCUREMENT

FU

FACILITIES

Governance
NC
N

RD

O F DIR E C

HI

S

OPERATIONS

P

Health, Safety,
Security &
Environment

T

RS

BO

STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONS

LE A D ER
S
IO R

O

A

SE

TI O N A L TE A M

SUSTAINABILITY
OBJECTIVES

LEGAL &
COMPLIANCE

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

STRATEGY
MARKETING
& SALES
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HUMAN
RESOURCES

Pandemic; climate change; process safety;
cybersecurity; data security and privacy

Strategic

Commodity price volatility; fuel demand;
global market disruption; energy transition

Financial

Tax and economic contribution; site capital
project delivery; access to capital

Operational

Unplanned downtime; asset concentration;
sustainable innovation and technology

FINANCE &
ACCOUNTING

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Compliance; ethics and integrity;
accountability; culture

Social
Responsibility

Human rights; diversity, equity and inclusion;
talent and development; sustainable and
responsible sourcing

DOING OUR PART
As part of our commitment to being a good neighbor
in Port Arthur, we engage fence line neighbors and
community residents through regular use of the Southeast
Texas Alerting Network (STAN). Participating southeast
Texas plants, including our manufacturing complex, utilize
STAN to enhance public communications and inform
local stakeholders of emergencies or operational events
with the potential to impact surrounding areas.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
We actively engage with key stakeholders and foster collaborative dialogue about issues and opportunities that impact our business and communities.
We collaborate on programs with our workforce, customers, suppliers, local officials and other stakeholders to extend our vision for sustainability and foster
operational excellence in their respective business practices. We value regular interaction and communication with all our stakeholders.

EMPLOYEES

NEIGHBORS & COMMUNITY RESIDENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quarterly town hall meetings
Bi–annual senior leadership team meetings
Monthly senior leader business updates
Ongoing safety and compliance programs and training
Periodic employee culture and engagement surveys
Weekly intranet articles and social media updates

CUSTOMERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
In 2020, we enhanced our annual Department of
Transportation (DOT) pipeline public awareness program.
More than 12,000 stakeholders located near Motiva–
operated pipelines were reached and nearly 75%
understood that they should call 811 before digging for
the safety of their communities. We continue working to
achieve 100% stakeholder understanding.
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Regular virtual and in–person meetings
Annual wholesaler council meetings
Annual trade shows and industry conferences
Frequent market–specific email communications
24/7 customer service
Periodic customer satisfaction surveys

Ongoing dialogue with fence–line neighbors
Annual pipeline awareness education
Annual participation in community programs and sponsorships
Quarterly Small Business Mentoring Forum
Quarterly Chamber of Commerce meetings
Motiva hotline and Southeast Texas Alerting Network (STAN)
notifications as needed

CHARITIES & NON–PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Regular interactions through annual Matching Gifts campaign
Quarterly volunteer opportunities
Corporate donations and sponsorships
Employee service on boards and committees
Emergency aid

SUPPLIERS

REGULATORY AGENCIES

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Onboarding program
Annual Supplier Code of Conduct training
Regular virtual and in–person meetings
Site visits
Industry conferences and events
Local business mentoring sessions

Participation in standards setting
Regular feedback on legislation impacts
Compliance with regulatory standards
Engagement with local agency representatives
Project–specific discussions

LOCAL OFFICIALS

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Regular updates on business operations
Facility tours
Workforce development partnerships
Periodic economic development meetings
Company announcements
Ongoing dialogue with local stakeholders

Monthly in–person or virtual meetings
Chairing trade committees
Regular knowledge sharing
Joint comment submittal and testimony development
Regular collaboration on industry standards
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OUR APPROACH TO COMPLIANCE & INTEGRITY ASSURANCE
For us, compliance is critical to our ability to keep pace with changing demand and marketplace requirements. It enables us to operate with honesty, integrity
and respect for our people and communities. We maintain strong governance and business ethics through key policies, governing documents, charters
and auditing programs that ensure the highest levels of compliance, integrity and safety throughout the company and our supply chain. Our Operational
Excellence Management System (OEMS) and Code of Conduct stand as the most foundational governing documents for our business operations. Meeting the
expectations outlined in these fundamental policies is a baseline requirement of all employees.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CODE OF
CONDUCT

Operational excellence sets the stage for all we envision and strive to
accomplish, enabling us to maintain our license to operate, deliver on
our commitments, and grow our company. Our Operational Excellence
Management System (OEMS) is a comprehensive set of best practices, proven
work policies, procedures and guidelines that all leaders, employees and
contractors are responsible for understanding and applying.

Conducting our business with honesty, integrity and respect for our
people and communities underpins all we do. Our Code of Conduct
(Code) is the cornerstone of our culture and explains the principles that
define our company. Our Board of Directors, Executive Leadership Team
and all employees are expected to act in accordance with guidelines
set forth in our Code.

The OEMS defines and governs our behaviors and controls conditions in which
we operate our business through the following elements:

All employees participate in annual training during which they must
attest that they will comply with the Code which covers the following
topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership, Commitment and Accountability
Risk Assessment and Management
Design, Operations and Mechanical Integrity
Personnel and Training
Incident Investigation and Analysis
Planning, Implementation, Monitoring and Reporting
Assurance Management
Customer, Community and Stakeholder Relations
Knowledge Management
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti–Retaliation
Heath, Safety and Environment
Anti–Harassment
Data Privacy and Confidential Information
Conflicts of Interest
Gifts, Meals and Entertainment
International Trade Compliance
Anti–Bribery and Anti–Corruption
Anti–Trust
Human Rights
Political Activities
Charitable Activities

ETHICS HOTLINE
Motiva prohibits retaliation of any kind against individuals for raising an
ethical or legal concern.
Any employee, contractor, business partner or the general public may
report an actual or suspected violation anonymously through our 24–
hour hotline at 1–844–678–0452 or online.
The hotline is operated by a third party to ensure anonymity. All
matters reported to the hotline are reviewed and investigated by
the Compliance Team within the Legal and Corporate Affairs (LCA)
department.

Scan the QR Code with the
camera on your smart phone to
file a report.
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TRADE COMPLIANCE
We engage in commodity trading activity primarily to supply our
manufacturing and marketing businesses. This trading activity is
subject to regulatory oversight by the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), Department of Energy (DOE) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Motiva’s trade compliance
training program and surveillance tools safeguard against bribery
and strengthen our ethics and compliance culture.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Business continuity plans are established within each business unit
based on the likelihood of incidents specific to the business and
their potential impacts. Continuity plans are established to identify
necessary actions related to a risk of event and provide response
and recovery measures. These measures are focused on minimizing
and mitigating impacts to the company and communities in which it
operates.

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Motiva prohibits contributions to political parties, political committees
or candidates using company resources, including monetary and in–
kind services.
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GOVERNING PROGRESS
Motiva reiterated its commitment to delivering excellence by executing a comprehensive policy standardization and compliance
initiative in 2020. The initial challenge was to address identified policies within the company that lacked consistent style, clear
delegation of authority, controls or process, a central repository, employee awareness and accountability. The effort created
a standardized approach for all policies and procedures across the company and led to the standardization of 55 corporate
policies. The largest policy to be converted into a standardized template was the Human Resources (HR) Policy Manual, which is a
consolidation of 36 individual HR Policies into a single document. To transform our policy management system, we implemented a
new technology, PolicyTech, to serve as the central repository for all enterprise and departmental policies and related documents.
The new system streamlined mandatory compliance training and attestations and equipped our workforce to easily recognize
and report on Code of Conduct violations related to anti–harassment, conflicts of interest, anti–discrimination and gifts, meals and
entertainment. The company–wide compliance initiative resulted in 100 percent of our workforce attesting to comply with our
Code of Conduct.
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GOVERNING STANDARDS
Our values and purpose are demonstrated in everything we do. Below is
a list of governing documents that guide our business.

LOOKING AHEAD
2020 was an unprecedented year
for companies across all sectors
and it has never been more clear
that energy, public health and the
economy are inextricably linked.
At Motiva, we endure challenges
and explore opportunities by
remaining grounded in our values.
We don’t just ask ourselves whether something is legal;
we do what is right for our people and communities. In
fact, we coined 2020 as the year of governance and
implemented policies and programs, a few of which
you will read about in this report, that reinforce our
commitment to doing the right thing and delivering
excellence.
Creating a sustainable energy future while meeting the
energy needs of the present requires engagement and
mitigation, and that’s exactly what Motiva is positioned to
do in 2021 and beyond. We are committed to developing
and reporting on environmental, social and governance
(ESG) targets and driving continuous improvement in
2021. I look forward to future opportunities to report on our
operational excellence.

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

GOVERNANCE

Health, Safety and Environmental Policy

Human Resources Policy Manual

Operational Excellence Management System

Environmental Management System

Supplier Code of Conduct

Code of Conduct

ISO 14001 Certification

Supply Chain Management Policy

ISO 9001 Certification

Biodiversity Policy

Conflict of Interest Policy

Crisis Management Plan

Contingent Worker and Contract Worker
Management Guideline

Emergency Response Plan

Contingent Worker and Contract Worker Policy

Records Management Policy

Significant Incident Reporting Policy

Employee Benefits Policy

Data Privacy Policy

Motiva Life Saving Rules

Contracting and Procurement Policy

Data Classification and Handling Policy

AMY MARLYSE PLATO

Policy and Procedure Management Policy

Executive Vice President, Legal & Corporate Affairs

Refining General Work Rules Policy

U.S. Import Trade Compliance Manual

Reporting and Anti–Retaliation Policy
Acceptable Use Policy
Access Management Policy
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Doing The Right
Thing
At Motiva, doing the right thing means
protecting what means the most –
people and the environment. It’s
our responsibility to provide a safe
operating environment and respect
natural resources. We are committed to
helping our surrounding communities,
and society at large, flourish for
generations to come.

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDSHIP
19

H EA LTH & SAF E TY APPROAC H

21

TRA NSPOR TATI ON SAF ETY

SEAWORTHY SUSTAINABILITY

24

ENV IRONM ENTAL APPROACH

25

CLIM ATE C HANGE

Each year, the shipping industry transports an estimated 11 billion tons of goods which enable supply
chains and drive economic prosperity for established and developing countries1. From commodities
and manufactured goods to clothing and electronics, the shipping industry provides affordable
and sustainable access to the goods that help house, move and feed populations. Motiva is proud
to produce blendstocks that are compliant with the International Maritime Organization’s low sulfur
shipping fuel regulations designed to reduce air pollution.
1

18

International Chamber of Shipping
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OUR APPROACH TO HEALTH & SAFETY
For us, doing the right thing means putting the health and safety of our employees, contractors and communities at the forefront of everything we do. Our
systematic approach to health, safety and environmental management is designed to ensure compliance with the law and target continuous improvement.
We pursue the fundamental objective of achieving an incident–free workplace with no harm to our people, the environment, or the communities in which we
operate.
Our Health, Safety, Security and Environmental (HSSE) Management System encompasses HSSE standards and site requirements and their implementation.
This management system along with our Operational Excellence Management System (OEMS) guides our actions, ensuring we do the right thing and protect
our people, our assets, our communities, and the environment. Our OEMS calls for the investigation of incidents, near–misses and good catches, with actual
or potential impact to personal safety, process safety, asset reliability and the environment. Investigation findings are communicated and action items are
assigned to accountable business team leaders and tracked to completion.
Motiva’s comprehensive safety program includes everyone who enters a Motiva facility: employees, contractors, vendors and visitors. All staff conducting
work in the field are trained on our safety practices and participate in weekly safety engagements and daily safety moments to prevent complacency. Our
Life Saving Rules (LSR) program enhances safety at Motiva’s facilities. These rules are the baseline for personal safety at Motiva and ensure our employees,
contractors and suppliers conduct business safely and sustainably. In addition, our contractor safety program ensures we partner exclusively with contractors
and suppliers that are vetted through ISNetworld to meet our strict performance criteria and safety standards. Our contractors complete both industry and site–
specific training before entering our facility. They also participate in a pre–job safety meeting, which reviews all applicable procedures, job requirements and
training documentation.

OUR HSSE STANDARDS
» Apply to anyone working or visiting a Motiva facility
» Set targets for improvement; measures, appraises and reports
performance

» Include HSSE performance in the appraisal and bonus rewards of all
employees

» Require contractors and business partners to comply with our HSSE
standards

» Prepare for business interruptions and emergencies

HEALTH & SAFETY PERFORMANCE
Motiva continuously strives to achieve health and safety performance in the top quartile of our industry and plays a leading role in developing and
promoting industry–wide best practices. We measure our occupational health and safety performance through the industry standard key performance
indicator of Total Recordable Injury Rate (TRIR). In 2020, our employee and contractor TRIR was 0.21.

Total Recordable Incident Rate

Days Away Cases Incident Rate

INCIDENTS/200,000 HOURS WORKED

INCIDENTS/200,000 HOURS WORKED

0.3
0.28

EMPLOYEES

20201

CONTRACTORS

API U.S. BENCHMARK3
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EMPLOYEES

COVID COMPLEXITY
0.16

0.12

0.29

0.10

2019

0

.07

2018

0.16

0.14

0.13

0

0.10

0.06

0.1

.08

0.20

0.10

0.29

0.2

0.30

20201, 2

2020 health and safety performance data
includes Motiva’s chemical plant, acquired in Q4
of 2019

1

2

Excludes COVID–19 cases

3

Employees and contractors combined

4

Employees only

In 2020, we successfully executed a major maintenance
project (turnaround) three days ahead of schedule.
Exceeding 1.3 million work hours, our turnaround teams
adhered to strict protocols to limit the spread of the
coronavirus in the workplace and community.

API U.S. BENCHMARK4
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PROCESS SAFETY PERFORMANCE
While TRIR is a critical component of our safety
performance, we view process safety as the greatest
potential threat to the safety of our personnel and
communities. Process safety involves making sure our
manufacturing facilities, terminals and pipelines are
safely operated and maintained to prevent leaks of
hazardous materials.
We evaluate our process safety using criteria defined by
the American Petroleum Institute’s (API) Recommended
Practice 754 (RP 754). API classifies process safety events
(PSEs) as Tier 1 or Tier 2, depending on the quantity and
type of material leaked. As defined by API RP 754, a Tier
1 process safety event is a loss of primary containment
with the greatest consequence, while Tier 2 events are of
lesser consequence.

Process Safety Events

TIER 1

(NUMBER OF INCIDENTS)

TIER 2

8

7

6
4

5

5

2

2

0
2018

2019

20201

2020 health and safety performance data includes Motiva’s
chemical plant, acquired in Q4 of 2019

1

We seek to continually improve our process safety management activities and procedures by focusing on:

» Risk Management

» Mechanical Integrity

» Safe Work Processes

» Equipment Design

» Management of Change

» Learning from Incidents

To further our commitment to continuous improvement, we are active participants in the voluntary API/AFPM
Process Safety Site Assessment Program (PSSAP), in which our process safety systems are regularly assessed by
independent, credible, third–party teams of industry–qualified process safety experts.

SECURITY

SECURING VALUE
Our dedication to security best practices extend beyond our operations to those
of our business partners. In partnership with our Shell wholesalers, we accelerated
the adoption of chip card acceptance at Shell stations across our operating
territory to provide transaction security for consumers while also safeguarding
wholesalers from incurring hundreds of thousands of dollars in fraudulent activity.

20

As a company deemed critical infrastructure, we recognize that the protection of our systems, networks and assets
is paramount to ensuring the security of our nation, economy and the public’s health and safety. We maintain
close partnerships with government agencies including the Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. Coast
Guard to keep our facilities and surrounding areas secure. To keep our critical infrastructure and communities safe,
our enterprise security standards establish baseline security requirements for each of our facilities in alignment
with the Chemical Facility Anti–Terrorism Standards (CFATS), the Marine Transportation Security Act (MTSA) and the
Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC).
We regularly conduct risk assessments that consider the people, processes and technology across our end–to–end
value chain and set aggressive targets to continually improve our security controls and promote resiliency. Our
cybersecurity program is in alignment with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity
Framework, a control framework that helps companies develop a standardized model on which to build their
cybersecurity program and to subsequently measure their cyber maturity. Our security programs are strengthened
by a culture of safety. Threat awareness and prevention training begins upon hire and continues throughout an
employee’s tenure.
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
Whether moving product by land or sea, we prioritize the safety of our people, communities and the environment.
Not only do we maintain our own high operational standards for transportation safety, but we also take steps to
ensure those same high standards are met by the logistics partners with whom we choose to do business.

LAND
Motiva's land logistics team provided safe and efficient truck and rail distribution solutions for the movement of fuel
to stations. We safely moved more than eight million barrels of product with zero reportable spills or injuries.

8 MILLION BARRELS
Moved With No Injuries Or Spills

PIPELINES

Motiva operates approximately 475 miles of pipelines in southeast Texas, connecting our Port Arthur refinery,
chemical plant and Port Neches terminal with various supply and distribution points located throughout the region.
These steel pipelines are monitored 24 hours a day, seven days a week, transporting a variety of liquids used by the
petrochemical industry and feedstocks used by refineries to create gasoline, diesel and jet fuel. Motiva recorded
zero reportable pipeline incidents in 2020. Learn more about our pipeline safety program.

24/7

ZERO

Monitoring

Reportable Incidents

MARINE
Despite the challenges created by COVID–19, Motiva’s Marine Logistics Team kept maritime waterborne commerce
moving safely. In 2020, Motiva vetted more than 3,000 vessels, chartered and managed over 1,100 vessels globally,
and safely transferring 134 million barrels across 940 thousand nautical miles with no incidents or spills.

134 MILLION
BARRELS

1,000+
VESSELS

940,000
NAUTICAL MILES

Transferred with No Injuries or Spills

Chartered and Managed Globally

Traveled in 2020
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5–YEAR SAFETY RECORD
Motiva’s distribution operations reached a new milestone in 2020: five years and more than 2 million
hours worked at our terminal facilities without an OSHA recordable or lost time injury.

2 MILLION+ HOURS
Hours Worked without an OSHA
Recordable Injury

5 YEARS
Worked without an OSHA
Recordable Injury
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Our OEMS requires building, maintaining, and training on crisis and emergency response plans to respond to
incidents and re–establish business continuity. While we strive to prevent incidents, we are prepared to respond
to various emergencies associated with our operations or those of third parties, working directly with local,
state and federal agencies as required. Our dedicated emergency response teams, including an onsite fire
department and medical team at the manufacturing complex, are trained to respond to incidents involving
fires, rescues, medical emergencies and hazardous materials. These teams also contribute their expertise and
support to neighboring facilities and the greater community during significant emergency events.

57 EXERCISES
In Crisis and Emergency
Response

RESPONSE READY
Our emergency response teams collaborate with various HSSE professionals
from across our business to ensure effective response tactics and plans are
in place for our Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex as well as our distribution
terminals. We maintain emergency response equipment through a rigorous
mechanical integrity program, performance testing and auditing.
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274 EMPLOYEES
Trained in Incident Command
System (ICS)

3 TESTS

110 DRILLS

Emergency
Notification System

Crisis and Emergency
Notification
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WEATHERING THE STORM – HURRICANE LAURA
As the owner of North America’s largest refinery and the operator of 26 terminals along the Gulf and East coasts,
we carefully monitor tropical developments with the potential to impact our operating territory. With safety as one
of our guiding core values, precautions are taken in advance of a potential storm to safeguard our personnel and
assets as well as ensure reliable fuel supply in our communities after the storm passes.
In late August, a Category 4 hurricane was projected to make landfall near our Port Arthur manufacturing
operations. Given the size of the storm, Motiva made the decision to do the right thing for its people and
communities by performing a safe and controlled shutdown of our manufacturing complex. For the first time
in our company’s history, the complex spanning nearly 2,000 acres was completely quiet as Hurricane Laura
approached.
Thanks to a trajectory shift just hours before landfall, our manufacturing operations were spared the brunt of the
storm. After a severe weather event, our safety and emergency response teams inspect our facilities and decide
on a path to safely restore energy to the site before the rest of our personnel returned. Our site inspection revealed
no damage to our manufacturing complex and our employees welcomed the sound of processing units, steam
production and friendly voices as they restarted production operations safely and reliably over the course of
approximately 30 hours.
Large–scale emergency events such as hurricanes create challenges for businesses in any industry. These
emergencies also create challenges for the most vulnerable populations of impacted communities such as the
elderly and homeless. While the City of Port Arthur did not incur significant damage from the hurricane, many
were left without electricity. To meet the immediate needs of residents impacted by the storm, we partnered with
a local church to distribute more than 8,000 pounds of ice and nearly 200 meals to the community. To further meet
the needs of the impacted community members, we partnered with two local relief organizations to distribute
more than 600 care packages filled with personal care and household goods to residents returning home after a
mandatory evacuation order.

PREPARED FOR THE STORM
8,000+ POUNDS

200 MEALS

600

Ice Distributed

Delivered

Care Packages
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When a hurricane is projected to make landfall near our operations, we
partner with local officials, emergency response agencies and area non–profit
organizations to improve community preparedness and navigate the impacts of
the storm.
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OUR APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
For us, our commitment to doing no harm extends beyond the safety of our workforce. We recognize that our
ability to conduct business is a privilege, and we strive to be good stewards of the environment where we operate.
Our environmental management system meets ISO 14001 requirements, ensuring our commitment to protecting
and preserving the environment for future generations. We believe we are well positioned to play a significant role
in helping to meet the global energy demand in an efficient, safe and environmentally responsible manner.

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP
We maintain processes and controls that ensure that all products throughout Motiva’s supply chain comply
with federal and state fuels regulations and meet customer quality requirements. Our Operational Excellence
Management System (OEMS) calls for the investigation of incidents, near–misses, and good catches, with actual or
potential impact to quality and fuels compliance. Investigation findings are communicated, and action items are
assigned to accountable business team leaders and tracked to completion. In 2020, we expanded our product risk
matrix to include the products added to our portfolio with the 2019 acquisition of a chemicals plant in Port Arthur.
Motiva identifies product stewardship as:

» Compliance with global and region–specific laws and standards for product stewardship
» Management of impacts of changing regulations
» Ensuring products are safe for intended and likely uses
» Ensuring the communication of hazards associated with our products
Motiva ensures compliance with regulations under the U.S. Toxic Substance Chemical Act (TSCA) for every
product we make or import. Every employee in the company is responsible for being aware of the potential for
unknown chemical hazards or consumer product defects that could pose a substantial risk to human health or the
environment.
We utilize chemical management software to create and revise safety data sheets for existing, new, re–formulated
and re–branded products in compliance with hazard communications requirements by the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA). Our safety data sheets are publicly available through our company website.

EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS
We recorded zero product quality incidents or regulatory issues in 2020. We also
had no issues with incorrect product hazard information or labeling.
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100% OF CUSTOMERS

INCIDENTS

Received On–Spec Product

of Non–Compliance
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CLIMATE CHANGE
As a leading producer of transportation fuels, lubricants and chemicals, we recognize the responsibility we
have in addressing the climate–related impacts of our business operations. We remain committed to leveraging
technology and innovation to lower the climate impact of our industry and its products, because we know
that the products we produce will continue to play an important part in supplying the world’s energy needs for
decades to come.
Motiva also understands that no single solution is sufficient to solve the climate challenge. We support solutions
that will improve the delivery of affordable and reliable energy to people across the world for societies to
have access to the energy they need to sustain economic growth and development. We are committed to
implementing measures to control emissions that result from our operations.
Improvements in process efficiencies, minimizing energy loss and using control technologies are all examples of
how Motiva is working to understand and reduce our greenhouse gas footprint. Going forward, we will continue
to:

» Include climate change

mitigation in our strategies and
planning

» Leverage innovation to develop
more efficient manufacturing
processes

» Promote environmental, social

and governance awareness
programs across our company

SPILL PREVENTION
The design, operation and maintenance of our facilities play a crucial role in protecting the environment
where we operate. Our mechanical integrity program is essential to preventing a loss of primary containment
(LOPC) and ensure equipment remains safe for operation. A team of engineers and inspectors monitor our
process equipment, piping and tanks and analyze information such as thickness, corrosion rates and operating
conditions to determine if equipment is fit for continued service. When issues are discovered, we develop and
implement a corrective repair plan so that operations can safely continue.
In addition to our focus on mechanical integrity, Motiva views reliability as a key component of our
environmental performance. A reliable unit is a safe unit. In 2020, our Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex’s
reliability performance continued a year–over–year trend of improved performance, delivering the lowest
unplanned downtime percentage in our refining history.
Our Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) program evaluates the potential impacts of a spill on
water or land and establishes company–wide procedures for inspecting and maintaining equipment to reduce
spill incidents. All of Motiva’s manufacturing and distribution facilities are covered by SPCC plans that require
regular training and emergency response drills with appropriate personnel and remediation agencies. If a spill
does occur, we prioritize a swift and thorough response to minimize impacts on the surrounding community and
environment. In 2020, there was one spill to public water at our terminal in Port Neches, Texas, due to a pinhole
leak in a dock line. The spill volume was estimated to be five gallons (0.11 barrels).

LEAK DETECTION AND REPAIR PROGRAM (LDAR)
Our industry–leading maintenance program proactively detects and repairs
leaks across our manufacturing facilities. Our LDAR program relies on regular
facility inspections and state–of–the art technology to detect leaks and monitor
air quality and industrial hygiene. When detected, we immediately address the
leak, investigate the root cause and communicate lessons learned. We actively
monitor more than 800,000 points across our manufacturing operation each year.

SPILLS
with Offsite Impacts (PAMC)
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AIR EMISSIONS
Motiva actively monitors and works to reduce the amount of emissions across our operations, which includes our
refinery, chemical plant, 26 terminals and 475 miles of pipelines. We report required emissions data and adhere to
all pertinent agency regulations. Motiva’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity includes both direct emissions
from our operations (Scope 1) and indirect emissions (Scope 2) from the electricity and steam we purchase to
support our business activities.

Total GHG Emissions
MMTCO2e
6.55

6.5 MM
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GHG Emissions Intensity2
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Total Air Emissions
KT BY SUBSTANCE
4
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3

2.02
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2
1

IDENTIFYING IMPROVEMENT
Our employees and contractors practice continuous improvement by reporting
safety observations regularly. In 2020, 32,022 safety observations were recorded
and resolved across our operations.
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2020 environmental
performance data
includes Motiva’s
chemical plant,
acquired in Q4 of 2019
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ENERGY USE
We assess the efficiency of our manufacturing complex processing units using the Solomon Energy Intensity Index™
metric, an established industry-leading metric of comparative performance for a refinery’s energy consumption
within similar facilities. We benchmark our performance against the biennial Solomon average for the U.S. East
and Gulf Coast. Tracking this metric helps us set performance targets and implement changes to manufacturing
equipment and processes to improve energy consumption efficiency to reduce our carbon emissions.
In 2020, the energy consumption efficiency of our manufacturing operations was impacted by decreased refinery
utilization due to market demand, maintenance projects and a temporary shutdown of our facility. The COVID-19
pandemic impacted long-term demand for our products, which necessitated reduced production rates at our
manufacturing complex. We also made the difficult decision to halt our manufacturing operations in anticipation
of Hurricane Laura’s projected landfall near our operations in late August. Finally, to ensure the continuation of safe
and reliable operations, both planned and unplanned maintenance projects required us to take multiple process
units offline temporarily. The energy required to shutdown and restart these units contributed to increased energy
consumption in 2020. As part of our commitment to continuous improvement, we are assessing opportunities such
as electrification that can further drive efficiency across our operations and help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Energy Intensity Index™
REFINING – FUELS AND LUBES

95
93.4

90

94.2

89.9

DIGITIZED DRIVER SAFETY

85
2018
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2019

2020

To further protect our employees and contractors during the COVID–19
pandemic, Motiva introduced a web–based driver safety orientation training
and certification process for contracted fuel carriers. The digital solution
supports social distancing by allowing virtual viewing of safety content and the
ability to download and complete required documentation prior to entering
our distribution facilities. Through these streamlined virtual processes, Motiva
was able to certify more than 150 contracted fuel carriers and train tanker
drivers before they entered our distribution facilities.
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WATER
Using water responsibly is an important part of being a good neighbor in the communities in which we operate.
Our Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex is designed to help reduce freshwater use and responsibly manage our
water use and discharges. That’s why we choose to purchase the freshwater for our operations from with the
Lower Neches Valley Authority (LNVA). LNVA protects water quality in the Neches River and Coastal Basin, ensures
affordability of the water supply, and enhances economic development throughout its jurisdiction. In 2020, we
withdrew and consumed 39.86 million cubic meters of freshwater.
As part of our groundwater monitoring system, we voluntarily conduct perimeter monitoring in order to detect
potential migration of petroleum substances––either offsite or onsite from adjacent locations. Any water discharge
at our manufacturing facility is regulated by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) in compliance
with the Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES). In 2020, we had zero permit violations related to
hydrocarbon discharges.

OPERATIONAL
EXCEEDANCES
Above Permit Limits

WASTE
As a refiner, we generate both non–hazardous and hazardous waste. We aim to reduce the amount of waste
generated by our operations by reusing and recycling both hazardous and non–hazardous materials across our
business and supply chain. In 2020, we generated 42,159 metrics tons of hazardous and nonhazardous waste at our
Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex. More than 43% of all waste generated was recycled, including cardboard,
paper, aluminum and wood. We recycled more than 19,000 tons of material which were used to manufacture
gasoline and diesel.

BRINE PIT LINER REPLACEMENT
During a brine pit liner replacement project at Motiva’s Sour Lake chemical
storage facility, the facility was able to reuse the soil avoiding the unnecessary
disposal of 3,500 tons of waste at the local landfill.
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82%
RECYCLED
Hazardous Waste
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

LOOKING AHEAD

Our Operational Excellence Management System coupled with the globally recognized ISO 14001 environmental management system established by the
International Organization for Standardization, ensures our continued commitment to the highest standards of environmental stewardship. Our environmental
management system ensures the following:
• Compliance with environmental regulation objectives, targets and deadlines

• Communication of environmental issues to internal and external stakeholders

• Accountability for assigned roles and responsibilities

• Monitoring and recording of key environmental performance metrics

• Training and awareness programs for employees

• Auditing environmental performance internally and externally

Safety and environmental
stewardship are part of our core
values at Motiva and foundational
to all we do. That is why achieving
an incident-free workplace is first
on our list of company objectives.
We must never lose sight of our goal
to reach operational excellence
affecting our people, assets and the
environment.
Safety and environmental stewardship is not solely the
responsibility of our leadership teams, but that of each
employee and contractor at Motiva. Everyone working
in our facilities is empowered to stop work at any time if
they see a change in conditions or recognize a hazard
to people or the environment. It’s an expectation
embedded in our culture. We encourage people to
speak up and share real-life examples of this Stop Work
Authority in action. Employing best practices and personal
accountability, speaking up, and striving for operational
excellence are how we will achieve an incident-free
workplace.
We are setting stronger targets for personal safety, process
safety and environmental performance in 2021 to further
our commitment to doing the right thing for our people
and communities. I look forward to sharing many more
stories of our accountability in action in the future.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PARTNERS
Third party contractors are critical to our ability to maintain safe and reliable operations. That’s why we include
contractor safety as a key metric of our HSSE performance targets, which are included in the appraisal and bonus
rewards of all employees. Our commitment to the safety of contractors includes prescreening for safety performance
and risks, maintaining operating guidelines for contractor safety management and ensuring compliance with safety
guidelines and training requirements outlined in contractual agreements.
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TRAVIS CAPPS
Executive Vice President, Strategy & Corporate Services
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Empowering
People
At Motiva, we believe empowering
people is a key driver of sustainability.
We foster a company culture that’s
not afraid to challenge the status quo
and embrace differences. We prioritize
having fun and making a difference.
These values bolster our local
operations, increase job satisfaction,
and support the long–term vitality of our
communities.

WORKFORCE & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
31

WORK F ORC E APPROAC H
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DIV E RSI TY, E Q U I TY & I NC L U S I O N

36

COM M U NI TY APPROAC H

41

ECONOM I C I M PAC T

MOVING MOLECULES
The U.S. athletic and outdoor apparel market is forecast to exceed $248 billion by 20261. That’s millions
of Americans purchasing clothing, equipment and footwear to fuel their passions. We are proud to
produce the basic chemical building blocks used to develop these high–performance athletic wear
and sporting goods.
1

30

Allied Market Research
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OUR APPROACH TO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
For us, empowering our current and future workforce is critical to our ability to deliver excellence and support business longevity. Our workforce
is our greatest asset and we want to continue attracting and retaining the industry’s top talent. That’s why we promote the overall wellbeing
of our workforce by providing competitive compensation and benefits; maintaining safe and healthy work environments; embracing diversity,
equity and inclusion and respecting freedom to associate and collectively bargain.
We have a robust talent management process in place to manage the professional lifecycle of an employee from recruitment to retirement.
We consider talent management a core capability. Underpinning our human resources processes are policies to achieve equity, enable
successful outcomes and drive consistency in our approach.

WELLNESS PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

In addition to targeted external recruitment of experienced hires, Motiva also manages a University Relations and Recruitment program
designed to build our entry–level talent pipeline with students and graduates through our internship and graduate hire programs. Our efforts
primarily reside in areas close to our Texas locations, demonstrating Motiva’s commitment to hiring locally from the communities where we
operate. However, opportunities extend beyond Texas to other campuses across the country to ensure we continue to bring in a diverse range
of applicants.

BENEFITS AND COMPENSATION

2,572,211,209
STEPS TAKEN

From medical, dental and vision to life, disability and legal coverage, our comprehensive benefits package offers family–friendly programs
designed to fuel the health and wellbeing of our full–time employees and their eligible dependents. Our highly competitive benefits package
also includes a 401(k) employer match, pension plan and a company–funded target bonus pool that is awarded based on individual
performance and company performance relative to health, safety and environmental metrics as well as profitability. In 2020, we implemented
changes to our benefits package that provide employees more flexibility, such as offering a health savings account. We also covered the costs
of all COVID–19 testing.

» 80 hours of subsidized back–up care for eligible dependents
» 24/7 confidential assistance for behavioral health, legal and financial issues
» Access to group automotive and home insurance rates

520,000
WELLNESS POINTS
$

Redeemed By Employees

WELLNESS PROGRAM
Motiva considers good health an important resource that helps our employees meet their goals inside and outside of the workplace.
Employees located at our Houston and Port Arthur facilities have access to state-of-the art wellness centers at no cost. These facilities offer
many of the same amenities as full-service commercial gyms. Through our voluntary MOTIVAtion wellness program, we empower our employees
and their spouses or partners on their wellness journeys. Wellness program participants can obtain a medical premium discount if they are on a
company–sponsored medical plan and accrue redeemable wellness points by participating in wellness challenges and completing an annual
health check and biometric screening.
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$

780

MAXIMUM DISCOUNT
Medical Premiums
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
For Motiva, workforce sustainability is about building a resilient, engaged and high–performing workforce. We
want to develop our employees to reach their full potential so that they can be future leaders of our business and
industry.
Employees and their supervisors are required to complete a mid–year and annual performance appraisal
process to ensure alignment with job responsibilities and business objectives. We promote a company culture that
encourages ongoing feedback and transparency. Our employees are encouraged to complete an annual career
development plan that captures their short– and long–term career goals and aspirations. Supervisors are expected
to engage in regular career development conversations with their team members. Employees can include their
interest in training, mentoring, volunteering and project assignments to meet the career goals outlined in their
career development plans. Employee and contractor training is at the foundation of our culture of safety and
imperative for personal and professional development.
Our leaders are responsible for:

» Verifying that key organizational roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and communicated to employees
and contractors

» Conducting succession planning to effectively meet organization and personnel needs
» Confirming training programs meet job requirements and compliance objectives
Our mandatory training curriculum covers a broad range of focus areas including those critical and necessary to
individual roles and responsibilities across our operations. In addition, all employees are trained on our Life Saving
Rules program, Code of Conduct, cybersecurity awareness and confidential information. Our mandatory training
program empowers our people to do the right thing and protect the security and reputation of our company.
To further drive operational excellence and build organizational effectiveness, each department within our
organization receives an annual learning and development budget for eligible employees. We also offer thousands
of optional professional development and skill–building courses from industry–leading providers such as LinkedIn
Learning, FranklinCovey and VitalSmarts™.

END–TO–END LEARNING
Our monthly Speaker Series program helps foster
company–wide understanding of organizational roles
and responsibilities as well as policies and procedures.
In 2020, more than 500 employees attended virtual
presentations on topics ranging from cybersecurity
awareness, fuels compliance and marketing price
margins, to olefins, retail joint ventures and more.
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158,724
TOTAL
Workforce Training
Hours

1,000,000+
SPEND

1,318
COMPLETED

Company–Wide
Training Initiatives

LinkedIn Learning
Courses

$
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION
We value inclusivity and diversity of people and ideas, which enables us to attract, develop and retain outstanding talent who embody our core values and
advance our business objectives. We are building an inclusive workforce by ensuring our employees have the necessary training, tools and awareness to
support an equitable, collaborative and values–driven culture.
This year, we advanced a workforce diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) program called RISE. Respect, inclusion, support and equity—represented by the
acronym RISE—are already deeply ingrained in our values of Doing the Right Thing and Empowering People. This new program will further foster a sense of
belonging for all employees; support everyone’s strengths and contributions; attract strong, diverse candidates and retain talent; and establish additional
programs, policies and practices that support employee development. We also endorsed the Greater Houston Partnership’s Racial Equity Principles along with
many of our peers and other companies in the Houston area. To better align our DEI goals with our workplace culture, employee satisfaction and business results
in the year ahead, we will focus on:

» Increasing cultural

» Understanding and

awareness

avoiding unconscious bias

» Diversifying representation

on our cross–business talent
forum

» Progressing minority

recruiting efforts with
colleges and universities

TOTAL WORKFORCE

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

2,464

58

18.5%

34.5%

Female

Female

31.5

15.5

Racial / Ethnic
Minority Groups

Racial / Ethnic
Minority Groups

%

%

» Embedding inclusion

ambassadors throughout
the company

GENERATIONS

Baby Boomers (1946 – 1964)

7%

Generation X (1965 – 1981)

52%

Millennials (1981 –1998)		

31%

Generation Z (after 1999)

0.4%

TOGETHER WE RISE
TOGETHER WE
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RESPECT • INCLUSION • SUPPORT • EQUITY

Twenty–five employees were
nominated as inclusion ambassadors
for our workplace diversity, equity
and inclusion program RISE. These
employees actively promote the goals
and objectives of RISE, seek feedback
from their colleagues and serve as role
models for the rest of our organization.
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UNION PARTNERSHIPS
More than 900 employees are represented by two national trade unions – the United Steelworkers (USW) and the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW). These represented employees work hand–in–hand with
management and contractors to ensure Motiva’s operations run safely.
Two of the key components of Motiva’s values are learning from successes and failures and tackling new
opportunities with a sense of urgency. Those two traits define Motiva’s union–led Rapid Response Turnaround
Investigation Team at the Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex. This team investigates incidents and near misses
during turnarounds, determining the root cause of events and communicating the learnings to support continuous
improvement.
The team collects data in a variety of ways, taking pictures of the scene, interviewing employees, reviewing policies
and procedures, and creating drawings of the event. The team’s goal is to understand the cause(s) of the event
and recommend how to prevent future occurences. If an event is more complex, the team will deliver an initial
report and roll it over into a full investigation. In each case, learnings are communicated in the contractor safety
forums and in daily toolbox talks with workers.

37.5%

90%

10%

Collective Bargaining
Unit Members

United
Steelworkers

International
Brotherhood Of
Electrical Workers

Out Of 2,464 Employees

LEADING THE WAY
In 2020, Motiva welcomed three new female members to its Executive Leadership
Team, making it one of the most gender–diverse leadership teams in the industry
with 50% female representation.
From Left: Georganne Hodges, Executive Vice President, Supply, Trading and Logistics;, Amy Marlyse
Plato, Executive Vice President, Legal and Corporate Affairs; Kimberly M. Green, Executive Vice
President, Human Resources; Rose Sink, Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President of Finance.
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LEADING BY EXAMPLE
In 2020, we strengthened our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion by welcoming three new female
members to our Executive Leadership Team, and further embracing existing talent at the highest level of our
organization. Amy Marlyse Plato was appointed as Motiva’s Executive Vice President of Legal and Corporate
Affairs after spending seven years as senior counsel at Aramco Americas. Georganne Hodges, who most recently
served as our Chief Financial Officer (CFO), shifted her 30–plus years of wholesale and retail energy experience
to assume the role of Executive Vice President of Supply, Trading and Logistics. Tapping into her finance and
accounting leadership background, Rose Sink joined our executive leadership team as CFO and Executive Vice
President of Finance. Finally, Kimberly Green brings more than 24 years of experience providing legal support to HR
organizations as Motiva’s Executive Vice President of Human Resources.
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WORKFORCE ENGAGEMENT
As our industry continues to evolve, we are working toward a sustainable workforce by creating an agile culture
grounded in shared values and understanding of business objectives. We consider employee engagement a core
metric for measuring the health and success of our organization.
To help build our culture and drive engagement, we focus on:

» Aligning our business strategy with our company values and core capabilities
» Engaging through quarterly company–wide town halls, executive communications, departmental town halls,
monthly senior leadership meetings, weekly email updates, daily intranet articles and social media

» Responding to business interruptions with the health and safety of our workforce top of mind
» Encouraging employees to have fun making a difference in the communities where we live and work
We solicit regular feedback after quarterly town halls to ensure employees have a thorough understanding of
our business objectives, performance metrics and timely topics important to our business. In 2020, 98% of survey
respondents reported improved understanding of our company objectives after viewing our town hall meetings.
To further measure the health of the organization, Motiva conducts an employee engagement survey every two
years. We collect feedback from all employees on a variety of topics ranging from company culture, business
objectives, human resources, communication and more. The below figures are representative of our 2019
employee engagement survey. Our next employee engagement survey will be conducted in 2021.

80%
EMPLOYEES

79%
PARTICIPANTS

Participated in the Survey

Plan to Stay with Motiva
for 5 Years or More

To ensure our workforce and community has a confidential and anonymous channel to provide feedback and
express grievances without fear of retaliation, we utilize a third–party ethics hotline available 24–hours a day
and seven days a week. All matters reported to the hotline are reviewed, investigated and addressed by our
compliance team. Any employee, contractor, business partner or the general public may report an actual or
suspected violation anonymously at 1–844–678–0452 or www.motiva.ethicspoint.com.
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SAVING LIVES
Due to the implementation of social distancing and the cancellation of blood
drives during the ongoing pandemic, our nation’s blood supplies were dramatically
reduced in 2020. Recognizing the community’s need for critical life–sustaining
products like blood, platelets and plasma, Motiva hosted two blood drives at
multiple facilities while adhering to strict COVID–19 safety protocols. Our dedicated
employees donated enough blood products to save nearly 600 lives.
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OUR APPROACH TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
For us, conducting business in our communities is a privilege. We recognize the critical responsibility we have
to mitigate the impacts of our operations at a local level. We value each of our facilities and their respective
communities across our seven–state operating territory. Our largest workforce and operational footprint is in Port
Arthur, Texas. Home to our Port Arthur Manufacturing Complex, our company has been part of the fabric of the city
for 120 years, and we plan to remain a vital and active part of the community for decades to come.
As a valued member of communities where we live and operate, we strive to maintain our license to operate by:

» Prioritizing sustainable initiatives and development opportunities that increase the vitality of communities and
improve quality of life

» Establishing mutually beneficial partnerships with our neighbors and local stakeholders and providing transparent
and ongoing communication around company initiatives

» Assessing potential community impacts of our business plans and developing mitigation strategies
» Providing mechanisms for community feedback, including a confidential and anonymous grievance reporting
process

» Identifying and strategically participating in key community and industrial organizations

$

2 MILLION SOCIAL INVESTMENT IN 2020

For Motiva, making a difference in the communities where we live and operate is ingrained in our
operations and company culture. From education outreach and environmental improvements to
community partnerships and charitable giving, we strive to build upon our legacy of empowering
communities and investing in the potential of others.

Photo Credit: House of Hope, a nonprofit organization in South Florida
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Motiva has three focus areas that guide community partnerships, programs and charitable contributions:

» Education & Economic Development

» Health, Safety & Environmental Stewardship

» Emergency Aid & Community Resilience

EDUCATION & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Education and development is a key community support focus area. Our business requires a highly trained workforce in the areas of science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) as well as business, which is why we prioritize workforce development programs. We also seek to help build capacity of local
businesses to contribute to economic development in the communities where we operate.

$

180,000

$

125,000

$

33,000

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP

DEPENDENT SCHOLARSHIP

OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS

We recognized 20 Southeast Texas students with
our Excellence in Education scholarship in 2020.
Recipients receive funds to aid in their pursuit
of STEM or business–related undergraduate,
associates or vocational degree.

Eligible dependents of regular full–time or part–time
employees are invited to apply for a renewable
scholarship to be used in pursuit of their chosen
degree. Recipients of this scholarship exhibit
excellence through academic achievement,
extracurricular activities and community
involvement.

Additional scholarships are awarded to local
students through our partnerships with the Port
Arthur Industrial Group (PAIG), the Women in
Energy Foundation (WEN), the United Negro
College Fund (UNCF) and more.

$

1 MILLION IN SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
AWARDED SINCE 2018

We support the economic vitality of the Golden Triangle region of Texas through ongoing partnerships with: Greater Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce, Port
Arthur Economic Development Corporation, Small Business Development Center of Port Arthur, Rotary Club of Port Arthur, Port Neches Chamber of Commerce,
Golden Triangle Business Roundtable, Greater Beaumont Chamber of Commerce, Nederland Chamber of Commerce and the Sour Lake Chamber of
Commerce.
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INVESTING IN THE
FUTURE
In 2020, we awarded scholarships
to 20 students who live in Jefferson
County, Texas. Recipients are
selected based on their academic
achievements, extracurricular
activities and community service.
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LUNCHES OF LOVE
As long–standing supporters of Kid’s Meals Houston,
our employees volunteered their time and resources to
support Houston–area children during the COVID–19
pandemic. The demand for meals in Houston increased
by 110% at the onset of the COVID–19 pandemic. As part
of Kids’ Meals Houston’s DIY Lunch Pack program, our
employees joined other home–bound volunteers to pack
hundreds of lunches for children who were no longer
receiving school–provided meals.

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

EMERGENCY AID &
COMMUNITY RESILIENCE

EMPLOYEE GIFTS &
VOLUNTEERISM

The health and safety of our people, the
environment, and communities in which we
operate is a company core value and remains our
top priority. Nothing is more critical than meeting
the highest standard of accountability in these
areas, which is why we prioritize partnerships and
programs to advance these commitments.

When our neighbors are affected by crises or
emergency events, we often experience it right
along with them. We aim to help vulnerable
communities become more resilient by helping
to address their immediate and long–term needs.
In 2020, the COVID–19 pandemic and multiple
hurricanes magnified the need for community
support.

We look for opportunities to support and
participate in activities that prompt broad
involvement for sustaining healthy communities.
The global pandemic drastically impacted our
way of life and daily routines in 2020, but it did
not stop our employees from safely serving their
communities during this challenging time.

$

205,800

$

SOUTHEAST TEXAS REGIONAL PLANNING
COMMISSION (SETRPC)
We support SETRPC’s air quality monitoring
program, which works to keep Southeast Texas
elected officials and citizens informed about
local air quality through the use of air quality
data and educational programs.
$

81,000

United Way of Greater Houston in partnership
with the Greater Houston Community Foundation
established the Greater Houston COVID–19
Recovery Fund to help meet the basic needs of
the city’s most vulnerable populations.

Our Employee Matching Gifts Program gives
our employees the opportunity to multiply their
impact through a personal donation to an
eligible 501c3 organization of their choice, which
is then matched by Motiva up to $3,500. In 2020,
some of the benefiting organizations included St.
Jude’s Children’s Hospital, Southeast Texas Food
Bank, Houston Food Bank, Second Harvest Food
Bank of Northeast Tennessee, American Cancer
Society, Wounded Warrior Project, Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Houston and more.

250,000

Our relief partnership with SETERF was established
in 2017 after Hurricane Harvey impacted
Southeast Texas with devastating flooding.
In 2020, we continued our partnership with a
donation in support of pandemic response in
Southeast Texas.
$

50,000

FIRST RESPONDERS IN TX, MD, FL
In support of healthcare and emergency
response personnel, we donated Shell–branded
gasoline gift cards to ease the burden of the
pandemic in the communities in which we
operate.
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526,381

EMPLOYEE MATCHING GIFTS PROGRAM

SOUTHEAST TEXAS EMERGENCY RELIEF
FUND (SETERF)

As a member of the Port Arthur Industrial group,
we seek to help improve the quality of life of
Port Arthur residents by enhancing educational,
employment and health care opportunities;
improving the environment; and supporting
community improvements and economic
development.

$

UNITED WAY OF GREATER HOUSTON

$

PORT ARTHUR INDUSTRIAL GROUP

250,000

$

34,500

VOLUNTEER GRANTS PROGRAM
Through our volunteer grants program, we
offer grants on behalf of employees who have
volunteered their personal time to serve their
communities. In 2020, some of the benefitting
organizations included the Port Arthur Education
Foundation, YMCA of Southeast Texas, India
Association of Southeast Texas, 100 Black Men of
Southeast Texas, PAWS of Beaumont, the Houston
Reforestation Program and more.
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THRIVING THROUGH THE COVID–19 PANDEMIC
The onset of the COVID–19 pandemic quickly magnified the importance of an empowered and agile workforce. In
early March, our company swiftly implemented a pandemic plan with the objective to limit potential virus exposure
for our employees and contractors while continuing to operate our facilities safely and reliably as well as keep
all our community stakeholders and customers informed. Under the guidance of the World Health Organization
(WHO), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and public officials, our company pivoted to a
remote work model for non–operational employees and immediately implemented health screenings, mask and
social distancing requirements and heightened sanitation protocols at all facilities across our operating territory.
As a company deemed critical infrastructure, keeping our workforce informed, engaged and safe as the public
health crisis evolved was critical. We sent daily email updates and established a COVID–19 information source
on our intranet to serve as a hub for all pandemic–related health protocols, FAQs, mental health resources, work–
from–home tips and even online fitness resources. This information dashboard was frequently updated with the key
regional COVID–19 metrics to provide transparency around our company’s pandemic–related health and safety
protocols and return to the workplace plans.
To help employees remain connected to our purpose and their colleagues, company–wide campaigns
encouraged employees to share their work–from–home pictures and images of loved ones on the frontlines of the
pandemic response. A pledge to “Do the Right Thing” was launched to encourage COVID–safe protocols such as
wearing a mask, social distancing and taking other measures to keep employees, their coworkers and loved ones
safe from COVID–19. In addition, the company established a monthly virtual “lunch buddy” program to connect
employees from across our business.
Due to the diligence of our leaders and workforce, over 95% of COVID cases reported by our employees were
determined to have been contracted outside of the workplace. Our medical benefits continue to cover the
full cost of COVID–19 testing and any virtual physical or behavioral health visits. At the end of 2020, we took an
important step toward combating the pandemic by applying to become an approved COVID–19 vaccine
provider. We are pleased to have been approved to administer the vaccine to our workforce in 2021.
To strengthen pandemic response in the communities in which we operate, we donated $250,000 to the Greater
Houston COVID–19 Recovery Fund; $250,000 to the Southeast Texas Emergency Relief Fund (SETERF); $50,000 in Shell–
branded gasoline gift cards to medical and emergency response organizations across the country; 500 refurbished
laptops to Houston–based Comp–U–Dopt; and thousands of units of disposable personal protective equipment
(PPE) to local first responders.

500,000
DONATED

50,000
FUEL GIFT CARDS

500
LAPTOPS

COVID–19 Relief Funds

Medical and Emergency
Response Organizations

Houston Based
Comp–U–Dopt

$
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$

FRONTLINE HEROES
To support our local heroes on the frontlines of the pandemic response, we
donated $50,000 in Shell–branded gasoline gift cards to medical and emergency
response organizations in Texas, Maryland and Florida.
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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
At Motiva, our goal is to positively impact the economies where we live and work by supporting economic inclusion
and building the capacity and capability of people and businesses near our manufacturing operations. As part
of our commitment to economic inclusion, we focus on fostering relationships with diverse businesses, including
minority–owned businesses, women–owned businesses and veteran–owned businesses.
We go beyond short–term financial considerations in order to build relationships that can deliver long–term value
along our entire supply chain We engage suppliers that provide goods and services such as materials, equipment,
construction, labor and benefits administration. As part of our supply chain management practices, we have
a Supplier Code of Conduct that clearly explains what we expect from each of our more than 1,400 suppliers.
These reliable and trusted partners share our core values and drive for excellence in their own activities and sub–
contracting. It also is essential that all suppliers provide their workers with a dedicated whistle–blowing mechanism
to confidentially report grievances.
Our supply chain management approach also includes incorporating sustainability issues into our sourcing and
purchasing practices by:

» Applying proper due diligence when identifying and managing ESG risks and opportunities with our direct
suppliers of goods and services

» Partnering with our direct suppliers to understand how they in turn engage with their own suppliers

(subcontractors) to effectively create a cascade of ESG management through the entire supply chain

As is common in our industry, Motiva employs contingent and contract workers to perform specialized jobs during
unit turnarounds and maintenance. Our Contingent and Contract Worker Management Guidelines ensure our
non–permanent workers are treated in accordance with our values. Consistent with all our policies and procedures,
including our employee Code of Conduct, we expect our contingent workforce to adhere to our fundamental
values, policies and procedures as outlined in our Supplier Code of Conduct. We encourage all suppliers to utilize
our ethics hotline to anonymously report unethical or illegal acts, or suspicions of unethical or illegal acts.

SMALL BUSINESS SAVVY
In partnership with the Greater Port Arthur Chamber
of Commerce and the Small Business Development
Center, Motiva launched a quarterly small business
mentoring forum. Employees volunteer their time
and expertise to engage with local small business
owners about best practices for their business. More
than 15 local businesses joined our virtual meeting
that covered topics such as social media marketing,
common legal mistakes, and contract considerations.
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$

255 MILLION SPENT WITH
SMALL BUSINESSES

In 2020, Motiva spent $1.2 billion on goods and services across its operations.
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS

LOOKING AHEAD

At Motiva, we believe operational excellence is key to creating shared value for our stakeholders and meeting the needs of future generations. With the size
and scope of our business, we play a pivotal role in the economic vitality of cities and states where we do business. To quantify this impact, we regularly conduct
economic impact analyses using the nationally recognized input–output modeling system IMPLAN. This technology uses commercially available data obtained
from various government sources, including agencies and bureaus within the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce and Labor to examine how Motiva’s
operations both directly and indirectly affect the U.S. economy. Despite the challenging operating environment, our focus on operational excellence enabled
us to positively contribute to the U.S. economy in 2020.

Human capital is vital to the growth
and productivity of our organization.
The challenges of 2020 proved
that our core value of empowering
people is key to our continued
success. In many ways, this year
brought us closer despite our remote
work arrangements. Challenges
have a way of uniting people,
and I couldn’t be more impressed with our workforce for
remaining engaged in their work and communities during
this time.

$

43.6 BILLION

$

U.S. Economic Impact

17.6 BILLION

$

Value Added to GDP

3.9 BILLION

$

State and Local Taxes

74,540
JOBS

134,050
AVERAGE PAY

Generated and Supported

Per Job Supported

$

1.19 GENERATED

Per Company Dollar Spent

$

I am eager to welcome our entire workforce back to
their respective facilities as soon as it is safe to do so.
Our progress will continue in 2021with an emphasis on
the health and wellness of our workforce. I am pleased
to share that our company is an approved COVID–19
vaccine provider and will work to administer vaccines to
every interested employee.
I am also committed to reinforcing the importance of
diversity, equity and inclusion across our operations. We
will conduct company–wide unconscious bias training to
help all employees recognize, understand and reduce
implicit bias. While the impacts of this challenging year
still linger, I am optimistic that 2021 will be an even better
example of how our company is empowering progress and
a sustainable future.

9.9 BILLION
Workers Wages

KIMBERLY M. GREEN
Executive Vice President, Human Resources
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CLOSING
We are incredibly proud of the progress our company made in 2020, made possible only by the dedication of our 2,400 employees. We remain firmly planted in our commitment
to safely meeting the world’s ever–increasing need for low–cost, reliable and cleaner energy to drive a sustainable future. In 2021, we will continue to harness our collective
ingenuity to drive new ideas and innovations that further safeguard the environment and strengthen the communities in which we operate. We remain committed to ESG
principles, which are driven by our core values of doing the right thing, delivering excellence and empowering people. For more information on Motiva, visit www.motiva.com.
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Scan the QR Code to view and download
this report online.

@MotivaLLC
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@MotivaLLC

Motiva–LLC
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500 Dallas Street | Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 277–8000
www.Motiva.com

